Operation of nuclear reactors leads to the production of spent nuclear fuel (SNF). There are two basic strategies of SNF management: ultimate disposal of SNF in geological formations and recycle or repeated utilisation of reprocessed SNF. In both options, there is an urgent necessity to study radiation properties of SNF. Information about SNF radiation properties is required at all stages of SNF management. In order to reach more effective utilisation of nuclear materials, new fuel cycles are under development based on uranium-plutonium, uranium-thorium and some other types of nuclear fuel. These promising types of nuclear fuel are characterised by quite different radiation properties at all the stages of nuclear fuel cycle (NFC) listed above. So, comparative analysis is required for radiation properties of different nuclear fuel types at different NFC stages. The results presented here were obtained from the numerical analysis of the radiation field around transport containers of different SNF types and in SNF storage. The calculations are carried out with the application of the computer code packages SCALE-4.3 and MCNP-4C. Comparison of the dose parameters obtained for different models of the transport container with experimental data allowed us to make certain conclusions about the errors of numerical results caused by the approximate geometrical description of the transport container.
INTRODUCTION
Operation of power nuclear reactors inevitably leads to the production of spent nuclear fuel (SNF). There are two main strategies for SNF management, which come to either ultimate disposal of SNF in underground geological repositories or to recycling of SNF after radiochemical processing and refabrication. Independent of the chosen strategy of SNF management, there is an urgent necessity to investigate SNF radiation properties. Information about SNF radiation properties is required at all stages of SNF management: storage in the cooling pool at nuclear power plants after SNF discharge from the reactor core, at SNF transportation in special shipping casks, at radiochemical and metallurgical processing of fuel rods and at long-term SNF disposal.
The present work pursued the following objects:
(1) Development of the numerical methodology intended for the analysis of the radiation field around the transport container loaded with different SNF types. (2) Accuracy assessment for such kind of numerical analyses.
In order to transport spent fuel assemblies from power nuclear reactors, special transport containers (shipping casks) are developed and manufactured. In fact, all the containers have thick walls made of stainless steel, which act as a good radiation shielding and provide the required strength.
The problem of modelling the radiation field around SNF containers can be divided into several sub-tasks, and a lot of computer codes are developed for resolving the sub-tasks. First, SNF isotopic composition should be calculated. Second, it is necessary to characterise neutron and gamma radiation sources in SNF and, maybe, in construction materials. Finally, it is necessary to analyse the radiation transport through SNF container walls and determine the radiation dose in different spatial points around SNF container.
MODELLING OF RADIATION FIELD
Within the frames of the computer code package Standardised Computer Analyses for Licensing Evaluation (SCALE) (1) , the sequence SAS2H and its governing module have been developed to calculate SNF radiation properties for further use of the determined radiation sources in solving 1-D shielding problems for SNF containers. The computer code package SCALE has been validated in calculations of light-water reactor fuel cycles (2, 3) . However, as marked in the description of the SAS2H module, the neutron-physical model attempts to provide a simple, but accurate model of the neutronic characteristics within a fuel assembly. Besides the geometrical model, the following simplifying assumptions are used:
(1) axial uniformity; (2) nuclear densities within a fuel-pin are considered spatially uniform; (3) a constant temperature is applied in each zone of the unit-cell; and (4) a single fuel-pin unit-cell type is considered, i.e. all assembly pins are assumed to have the same enrichment and pitch.
Let us consider the SAS2H sequence to be used for the determination of the dose rate around the SNF transport container and determine the potential causes for numerical errors. The main modules of the SAS2H sequence are listed in the first column of Table 1 .
Fuel isotopic composition as a function of fuel burn-up
The fuel burn-up calculations in the SAS2H sequence are carried out with the application of the computer code ORIGEN-S. In preparing neutron cross sections, neutron spectrum is calculated in multi-group approximation for 1-D cylindrical geometry. The neutron cross section may be recalculated many times in the course of fuel burn-up taking into account variations of neutron spectrum and power generation. The computations of test benchmark problems for light-water reactors have demonstrated satisfactory accuracy of the results obtained by the sequence for cell problems (4) . However, it is obvious that the results obtained in the calculations of fuel burn-up in heterogeneous fuel assembly (FA) by using the SAS2H sequence will contain some additional errors caused by the approximate description of the neutron spectrum.
Radiation sources in SNF
Upon completion of FA irradiation in the reactor core, SNF is found to contain a large amount of various nuclides, and many of them are radioactive nuclides. Emission of radionuclides contains both neutron and gamma components. The radiation properties have been well studied practically for all radionuclides. So, the main contributors to errors in values of neutron and gamma radiation sources are errors in concentrations of key radionuclides. As shown in many publications, only several radionuclides give a decisive contribution to the values of radiation sources (5) . For example, neutron source in spent UOX-and MOX-fuel is practically defined by isotopes 242 Cm, 244 Cm and 238 Pu. Unfortunately, concentrations of these isotopes, as a rule, are known to have the largest uncertainties because they have no practical influence on the value of the neutron multiplication factor. For example, in specifications of NEA/OECD benchmark problems, values of the burn-up credits are not presented for concentrations of 242 Cm and 244 Cm, and the concentration of 238 Pu has a dispersion at a level of 10-20% (6) . The gammaradiation source is mainly defined by fission products (FPs). FP activities may be calculated with very high accuracy for all significant isotopes (with errors of $2-3%). High accuracy of calculations is not the surprising fact because the FP generation is mainly defined only by fuel burn-up, fission yield of FP isotopes and decay constants. All these parameters are with good precision.
Shielding analysis of the shipping cask
In the SAS2H sequence, after determination of neutron and gamma-radiation sources, rates of equivalent dose are calculated for different spatial points outside the transport container. Such a computation consists of two steps. The first step includes numerical analysis of radiation transport through material layers of SNF container in 1-D cylindrical geometry. The area of FA disposition is homogenised. In the second step, dose rates are calculated taking into account the limited height of the SNF container. As a rule, up to 12 FAs may be allocated to one transport container. If all the FAs contain SNF of the same fuel burn-up, and if a transport container is completely filled, homogenisation of the fuel disposition area is justified. However, in the determination of radiation doses, the errors can appear related to approximate description of axial radiation source distribution.
The FA of different fuel burn-up can be allocated in the transport container, or the transport container can be filled incompletely. In such cases, the proper determination of spatial distribution of the equivalent dose rate around the SNF container requires application of more sophisticated mathematical models.
In order to model the radiation field around the transport SNF container in 3-D geometry, it is necessary to use the computer code MCNP (7) that is intended for numerical analyses of neutron, gamma ray and electron transport in real geometry based on the Monte Carlo method. To solve such a problem, a special module SOORMC is developed. The SOORMC module takes an output file of the SAS2H sequence and forms neutron and gamma radiation sources for Monte Carlo computations. A scheme for radiation dose determination in the vicinity of the SNF container is presented in the third column of Table 1 .
While concluding this section it is worth noting that an additional source for errors in the calculated values of the equivalent dose rate can be uncertainties in the constants of neutron and gamma radiation transport through the container walls. So, it is necessary to properly account for an anisotropy in emission and scattering of gamma rays in radiative neutron capture reactions.
RESULTS OF NUMERICAL STUDIES
In order to compare the results obtained in computations on the sequences SAS2H and SCALE-MCNP, a model test problem was numerically solved. We considered fuel burn-up in the VVER-1000 reactor (the most-widely spread reactor type in Russia). FA of the VVER-1000 reactor represents a right hexagonal prism (key dimension: 23.4 cm; height of the reactor core: 353 cm). FA contains 312 fuel rods loaded with uranium dioxide (uranium dioxide mass: 488 g; uranium mass: 429 g in each fuel rod), uranium enrichment: 4.4% 235 U. Fuel rods are allocated in the form of a hexagonal lattice. Under nominal operation mode, the mean power generation rate is 44 kW per kg U. Fuel burn-up is modelled with the application of the SAS2H sequence. After discharge from the reactor core, the fuel is cooled for 3 y in the cooling pool. Then, six FAs are placed into the model SNF containers made of steel and boric water. For the first container, we chose stainless steel SS304 consisting of chromium (19%), nickel (9.5%), iron (69.5%) and manganese (2%). For the second container-light-water with dissolved boric acid. The thickness of the container wall is accepted as constant for calculations, and the rates of equivalent dose are calculated at a 240 cm distance from the inner surface and at the outer surface of the container wall. The reference point is allocated at the middle of the container height. The dimensions, composition of the containers, composition of internal area (homogenisation of the six FA) and sources of neutron and gamma radiation are the same both for computations with the computer code MCNP and for computations with the SAS2H sequence. Therefore, discrepancies of the calculated results can be caused by the assumptions used in the SAS2H sequence for the determination of the dose rate. The results obtained in the numerical analyses of the test model problem are presented in Tables 2-4 . The following designations are used in these tables: D n , neutron dose; D g , total gamma radiation dose; D ng , dose from neutron radiative capture gamma rays; and cc, dose from gamma radiation source.
CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of the results obtained in solving the test model problem enables us to make the following conclusions.
(1) The error in the modelling of the equivalent dose rate has several components. (2) An important component of the error in the modelling of the equivalent dose rate is the error in the concentrations of key radionuclides that 244 Cm and 238 Pu for UOX and MOX-fuel). So, it is necessary to include the concentrations of these isotopes into the specifications of the benchmark burn-up credit. In thick-wall containers, dose of the gamma radiation produced in radiative neutron capture reactions gives a significant contribution to the total dose. 
